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Abstract— Network bandwidth is a performance concern
especially for collective communication because the bisection
bandwidth of recent supercomputers is far less than their full
bisection bandwidth. In this context we propose to exploit the use
of a network coding technique to reduce the number of unicasts
and the size of transferred data generated by latency-sensitive
collective communication in supercomputers. Our proposed
network coding scheme has a hierarchical multicasting structure
with intra-group and inter-group unicasts. Quantitative analysis
show that the aggregate path hop counts by our hierarchical
network coding decrease as much as 94% when compared to
conventional unicast-based multicasts. We validate these results
by cycle-accurate network simulations. In 1,024-switch networks,
the network reduces the execution time of collective
communication as much as 64%. We also show that our
hierarchical network coding is beneficial for any packet size.

Fig. 1. (i) Unicast-based multicast vs. (ii) that with network coding.

Fig. 1 shows an example of collective communication in
which two sources, S1 and S2, multicast data  ܣand  ܤto
destinations, D1 and D2, in a 3h2 2-D mesh with dimensionorder routing. Fig. 1(i) shows a conventional unicast-based
multicast. The two shared links may cause packet contention.
In the case of network coding (Fig. 1(ii)), each source sends a
unicast to a single destination. Intermediate node (IS) makes a
unicast by computing the XOR bit operation to two arrived
unicast data. The shared link (IS-ID) is used once to send the
encoded packet ሺܤ ْ ܣሻ. Once the encoded packet is received
at destinations D1 and D2, the original data is restored with the
other packet by simply applying the XOR operation again,
namely  ܣൌ ሺܤ ْ ܣሻ ْ  ܤand  ܤൌ ሺܤ ْ ܣሻ ْ ܣ.
In this work we propose hierarchical network coding for
collective communication. The hierarchical network coding
consists of intra-group and inter-group multicasts that reduce
the number of unicasts and the size of transferred data. Our
findings of this paper are as follows:
• Through our quantitative analysis, the hierarchical network
coding is beneficial as the network size becomes large and
the number of multicast nodes increases.
• Through our cycle-accurate network simulation, the
hierarchical network coding constantly obtains good
performance gain in (1) all the transfer data (packet) sizes
evaluated and (2) various overhead latencies to compute
XOR data at intermediate nodes.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
related work. Section 3 describes our hierarchical network
coding. Section 4 illustrates the network coding performance
on path hop counts. Section 5 shows the results of the
broadcast with hierarchical network coding by using a cycleaccurate network simulation. Section 6 draws conclusions of
our findings and states our future work.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
As the scale of supercomputers including custom massively
parallel computers and PC clusters increases, network
bandwidth per flops (floating-point operations per second)
becomes low. It will be more difficult for network bisection
bandwidth to reach full-bisection bandwidth in future parallel
computers. Recent interconnects, such as InfiniBand and
Ethernet, usually use unicast-based multicasts, unlike the prior
products, QsNET and QsNET II, which support hardware
multicasts in a fat-tree topology of switches [2]. To implement
collective communication, a large number of unicasts are
simultaneously generated in such commodity interconnects.
The unicasts may introduce a large number of packet
contentions that are likely to lead to high latency in a multicast.
Two approaches to mitigate this problem have received
attention: (1) reducing the amount of communications by
changing parallel algorithms of scientific applications that
communication data in the kernels are between neighboring
processes as much as possible [3], and (2) making the network
utilization higher and emerging parallel applications, e.g.,
considering optimal deadlock-free routing and topology of
switches. In this study, we use a network coding technique to
reduce the number of unicasts and transfer data size in
collective communication primarily for k-ary n-cubes.
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III. HIERARCHICAL NETWORK CODING
We propose to exploit the use of the network coding
technique to the multicast communication scenario in
supercomputers. Our proposed method has a hierarchical
structure with intra-group and inter-group communications. In
this section, we focus on a broadcast. However, we can
naturally apply our hierarchical network coding for multicasts,
or multiple sources to multiple destinations.
The detailed procedure for hierarchical network coding is
as follows. Fig. 3 presents the pseudo-code.
a) Grouping: We divide a given network into a number
of groups. In the example of the 2-ary 2-mesh in Fig. 2, the
nodes are divided into two groups, depicted as shaded nodes
and non-shaded nodes. The details of the grouping are
quantitatively discussed in the next section.
b) Intra-group broadcasts: Every node inside a group
exchanges transfer data by an existing multicast algorithm,
e.g., a tree-based multicast. Every node then obtains all the
data of the other nodes in the group. In the example in Fig. 2,
data ݀ଵ and ݀ଶ are exchanged between two nodes in the
shaded group, whereas data ݀ଷ and ݀ସ are shared in the nonshaded group.
c) Network coding: We choose one of the nodes in each
group as an intermediate node that computes the XOR
function to encode packets. Assume that  ܯnodes, ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ܯ,
have broadcast data, ݀ଵ ǡ ݀ଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݀ெ , respectively. The
intermediate node then generates  ܯെ ͳ encoded packets
whose contents are ݀ଵ ْ ݀ଶ ǡ ݀ଶ ْ ݀ଷ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݀ெିଵ ْ ݀ெ .
d) Inter-group multicasts of encoded packets: The
intermediate nodes exchange all the encoded packets by an
inter-group multicast between all pairs of intermediate nodes.
As in step (B), an existing multicast algorithm is used to
deliver the packets. In the example, the encoded packets
ሺ݀ଵ ْ ݀ଶ ሻ and ሺ݀ଷ ْ ݀ସ ሻ are exchanged between the shaded
and the non-shaded groups.
e) Intra-group broadcasts of encoded packets: The
intermediate node delivers the encoded packets to all the
nodes in its group. In the example, ሺ݀ଵ ْ ݀ଶ ሻ is sent to the
other nodes in the non-shaded group, while ሺ݀ଷ ْ ݀ସ ሻ is
distributed in the shaded group.
f) Inter-group unicasts: Every node sends its data to all
the other groups. One of the nodes in the destination group
receives the data. In the example, node 1 sends ݀ଵ to node 3
while node 3 sends ݀ଷ to node 1. Similarly,݀ଶ is sent from
node 2 to node 4 and ݀ସ is sent from node 4 to node 2.
g) Decoding: Every node receives (i) the data from all
the nodes in the same group (step B), (ii) all the encoded
packets from the other groups (step E), and (iii) the data from
a node at each group (step F). Then it restores the nonreceived data of the group by computing the XOR bit
operation. For example, a node obtains ݀ଵ ْ ݀ଶ ǡ ݀ଶ ْ
݀ଷ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݀ெିଵ ْ ݀ெ from a group (step D) and also data ݀ଵ
(step F); then it restores data ݀ଶ ǡ ݀ଷ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݀ெ of the group by
computing the XOR bit operation. Every node starts decoding
packets as soon as the required data are obtained.

II. RELATED WORK
A. Multicast Communications
Hardware-, path-, and unicast-based algorithms are typical
methods for multicasts in interconnection networks [4].
Hardware multicasts, e.g., QsNET II [2], duplicate packets at
an intermediate switch for a multicast. Since it reduces the
aggregate packet hop counts in a multicast, it efficiently sends
data to multiple destinations. The typical implementation
usually relies on a fat-tree structure. In addition, the packet
header needs logic to control packet duplication at switches
and multiple-destination tags. A path-based multicast sends
data along a path that includes all destinations, and so requires
an efficient multicast-path search, such as a Hamiltonian cycle.
Theoretically, this is an interesting topic; however, current
conventional interconnects do not always support hardware and
also a path-based multicast [4][5].
A conventional way to support a multicast is to do a large
number of unicasts. This is called a unicast-based multicast. In
a simple unicast-based multicast, each source sends packets to
all destinations. This paper refers to this as a “all-at-once”
multicast. It is applicable for all multicasts occurring in parallel
programming, including MPI_Alltoall, in which a source sends
different data to destinations.
When a source scatters the same data to all destinations, a
tree-based multicast is practical for reducing both the number
of packet contentions and the aggregate packet hops [7]. In a
tree-based multicast, first a source sends data to a single
destination. Then these two nodes send data to four nodes. For
݀ destinations,  ଶ ሺ݀  ͳሻ unicast steps are required. The
effect of the tree-based multicast is evaluated in a highperformance computing (HPC) interconnect prototype [8]. In
this work, our target is unicast-based multicasts.
B. Network Coding Applications
Network coding aims to optimize the data flow to improve
network throughput and efficiency. Network coding is
associated with information theory and was first introduced in
2000 [9]. Network coding has been applied in many fields, for
example, distributed storage, wireless networks, file sharing,
and multimedia streaming in peer-to-peer networks [11].
Unquestionably, these applications have different
characteristics from those of supercomputer interconnects.
Different characteristics affect the design of optimization. (1)
Supercomputer interconnects usually have a non-random
topology of switches and custom deadlock-free routing, e.g.,
dimension-order routing on k-ary n-cubes, and each cable
usually has the same bandwidth. (2) Parallel applications
explicitly generate multicasts at the program level, such as an
MPI function. These unique features allow us to use the
regularity of topologies and precisely estimate the number of
packet hops for optimizing network coding. (3) Another unique
feature concerns low-latency requirements, i.e. order of
hundreds of nanoseconds. We thus consider the simple XOR
bit operation for the encoding rather than other coding
solutions in this paper.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has
explored the use of network coding for efficiently use network
bandwidth in supercomputer interconnects.
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Fig. 6. Aggregate hop counts of all-at-once multicast and that with
hierarchical network coding in k-ary 2-mesh.

Fig. 2. Hierarchical network coding in 2-ary 2-mesh.

Algorithm: hierarchical network coding

IV. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
We quantitatively evaluate our hierarchical network coding
when applied to k-ary n-cube topologies with minimal routing.
In this evaluation, we highlight the parameters of the
hierarchical network coding that benefit collective
communication. We evaluate the impact of network size and
the influence of group size on the aggregate path hop counts in
a multicast. We show that our approach improves the multicast
performance in both tree-based and all-at-once multicasts.
Finally, we evaluate our approach on several network
topologies.
A. Network Size
We evaluate the performance of the hierarchical network
coding when applied to various k-ary n-mesh topologies. Fig. 4
plots the aggregate hop counts of unicasts of a tree-based
multicast and that with the hierarchical network coding in
various network sizes. The y-axis is logarithmic. Fig. 4 shows
that the aggregate hop counts of unicasts drastically increase as
the network size increases in both methods. However, at each
network size, we observe the benefit of the hierarchical
network coding, it reduces the aggregate path hop counts by as
much as 94% when compared to original tree-based multicast.
B. Group Size
An important concern of our hierarchical network coding is
its group size, i.e., the number of nodes belonging to each
group. The best group size minimizes the aggregate hop counts
of unicasts. The coordinates of the intermediate nodes affect
the total hop counts of unicasts when multicasting the encoded
packets. We optimize the group size and the coordinates of the
intermediate nodes to reduce the number of unicasts and their
total hop counts in k-ary n-cubes. Fig. 5 shows the aggregate
hop counts of hierarchical network coding in a 16-ary 2-mesh
with ܰ ൌ ʹͷ nodes. We varied the group size from 2 to 128.
The best group size is 32 nodes per group. We use the best
group size from quantitative analysis in the rest of this paper.
C. Multicast Algorithm
Since the hierarchical network coding uses a multicast
algorithm for data exchange, we evaluate the influence of the
multicast algorithm on its performance by the comparison of
tree-based and all-at-once multicasts.Fig. 6 plots aggregate hop
counts of an all-at-once multicast and those with the
hierarchical network coding in various network sizes. Similar
to the case of the tree-based multicast, we can observe that the
benefit of the hierarchical network coding increases as the
network size increases. For example, the hop counts required
by network coding for this all-to-all scenario in the 256-ary 2mesh is 32 times less than that for the all-at-once multicast.

N: number of Nodes inside the network
G: number of Groups
M: number of Nodes inside each Group
IN: Intermediate Node
Divide N to G Groups // Step A
for i = 1 to G {
for j = 1 to M {

ni,j broadcast its packet to (M -1) nodes inside each
group G // Step B
ni,j sends its packet to one node in each group G // Step F
}
}
Determine intermediate nodes IN
for i = 1 to G {
INi encodes packets inside each group by computing
XOR function // Step C
INi broadcasts the encoded packets to (G-1)
Intermediates nodes // Step D
}
for i = 1 to G {
INi broadcasts the encoded packets to (M-1) nodes inside
each group // Step E
}
for i = 1 to G {
for j = 1 to M {
ni,j decodes the received encoded packets by
computing XOR function // Step G
}
}
Fig. 3. Pseudo-code of the hierarchical network coding.

Fig. 4. Aggregate hop counts for tree-based multicast and that with
hierarchical network coding on k-ary 2-mesh.

Fig. 5. Aggregate hop counts of hierarchical network coding for different
group sizes in 16-ary 2-mesh.
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reduce its path hop counts. Fig. 7 sh
hows the hop ratios between
all-at-once multicasts and those witth the hierarchical network
coding in the k-ary 2-tori. Fig. 8 sh
hows the hop ratio between
the all-at-once multicast and that wiith the hierarchical network
coding in k-ary 3-meshes. Similar to
t the case for the k-ary 2meshes, we observe that a similar good gain is obtained. We
consequently consider that the hierrarchical network coding is
efficient to reduce the aggregate path hop counts in k-ary ncubes, especially for the large netwo
ork size.
V. CYCLE-ACCURAT
TE SIMULATION
We evaluate the performance of
o the hierarchical network
coding more precisely by using th
he cycle- accurate network
simulator called BookSim [12]. Wee implement tree-based and
all-at-once multicast communication
n scenarios with dimensionorder routing on k-ary n-cube to
opologies. The number of
virtual channels is set to four. A header
h
flit requires at least
three clock cycles to be transferred
d to the next router or host.
Virtual cut-through switching iss used as the switching
technique on each router. We set th
he packet length for one flit
as a default. The default overhead to compute XOR at an
intermediate node is set to one cycle. We evaluate the
execution cycles (maximum end-to
o-end latency) of all-to-all
broadcast in tree-based multicast. By contrast, the execution
time of a broadcast is the sum of th
he maximum latency of all
sequential steps.
A. Network Size
Fig. 9 plots the execution time of all-to-all broadcasts for
the tree-based multicast and the same
s
with the hierarchical
network coding. The y-axis represents the simulation cycles;
thus, lower values are better. Fig
g.10 illustrates the average
packet latency in which each host received all the data. The
performance tendency is consistentt with quantitative analysis.
The hierarchical network coding speeds up the all-to-all
broadcast communications by threee times. It also improves the
average packet latency by 14 tiimes in the 1,024-switch
network. Another finding is that the hierarchical network
coding achieves better performancce in large network sizes.
Since the tree-based algorithm adds delay to multicast
communications due to synchronizzation. The sum of the two
overheads (hierarchical network coding and tree-based
synchronizations) dominates the execution time in small
network sizes. Thus, both methods have
h
similar performance in
a small network. In contrast, as the
t network size becomes
larger, the synchronization delay by
b the tree-based multicast
(without network coding) strongly affects the execution time,
and thus the hierarchical netwo
ork coding improves the
performance drastically.
B. Group Size
To show the impact of group siize on the performance, we
implemented all possible sizes of groups
g
in a 16-ary 2-mesh.
Fig. 11 illustrates the CDF of the lattency of all packets. We can
observe that the grouping affects not
n only the execution time
but also the total latency of all pacckets. We can also observe
that all packets of the 32-group casee have latency less than 200
cycles and approximately 80% of the packets have less than
100 cycles, whereas the 128-group case is worse than the treebased multicast without the hierrarchical network coding.
Approximately 80% of the 128-gro
oup packets have more than
100 cycle latency.

Fig. 7. Aggregate hop count ratios for all-at-once hhierarchical network
coding against all-at-once multicast on k-ary 2-torus.

Fig. 8. Aggregate hop count ratios of all-at-once hierarcchical network coding
against all-at-once multicast on k-ary 3-mesh.

Fig. 9. Execution time for tree-based multicast and thhat with hierarchical
network coding on k-ary 2-mesh.

Fig. 10. Average packet latency for tree-based multiicast and that with
hierarchical network coding on k-ary 2-mesh.

Fig. 11. Cumulative distribution function of packet latenncy in cycles for treebased multicast and that with hierarchical network codingg in 16-ary 2-mesh.

D. Topology
We evaluate the performance of the hierrarchical network
coding when applied to different k-ary n-cubee topologies. The
main difference between a mesh and a torus inn our hierarchical
network coding is the path hop counts inn the inter-group
unicast step, because each unicast uses the wraaparound links to
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group size 32, best group size. The hierarchical network
coding end-to-end latency is 1276 cycles while it is 1832
cycles for message combining. These results confirm our
expectation.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we proposed to exploit the use of network
coding for relaxing the relatively low network bandwidth
problem in collective communication in HPC off-chip
interconnects. Our network coding is a hierarchical multicast
structure with intra-group and inter-group unicasts. Since it
reduces both the number of unicasts and the transfer data size,
good performance was obtained in various combinations of the
(unicast-based) multicast algorithm, the topology, and the
transfer data size when the proper group size is set.
Quantitative analysis results show that the hierarchical
network coding is beneficial as network size becomes large: a
94% improvement is obtained in a 4,096-switch network with a
conventional tree-based multicast. Cycle-accurate network
simulation results validate the quantitative analysis results in
various topologies, multicast algorithms, packet sizes and
overhead latencies to compute the XOR bit operation in
intermediate nodes. Our network coding improves the
execution time of collective communication by up to 64% in
the 32-ary 2-mesh. Our future work will attempt to analyze the
case for complex encoding computation so that more than two
packets are aggregated to the resulting encoded packet. Since
this may further reduce the number of unicasts in a multicast.
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Fig. 12. Execution time for various packet lengths (1, 2, 4, 8, 16 flits) for treebased multicast and that with hierarchical network coding in 16-ary 2-mesh.

Fig. 13. Execution time for various latency overhead at intermediate nodes in
16-ary 2-mesh.
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